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INTRODUCTION.

The transit for use in stadia work has horizontal and

vertical arcs, and should have a telescope of good power
and clear definition. The diaphragm has two additional

horizontal wires called stadia wires, which are usually

fixed in place by the instrument maker. In some transits

one of the wires is placed on a movable slide, making the

interval between wires adjustable, but this is not recom-

mended, because the movable wire is liable to get out of

adjustment without being detected. In the use of the

stadia the intercept by these wires on a graduated rod,

called the stadia, held vertically on the point to be located

is read as well as the horizontal and vertical circles.

The instrument maker seeks to place the stadia wires

equally distant from the middle wire, and at such a dis-

tance from each other as to intercept 10 ft. on a rod held

vertically on a horizontal base, 1,000 ft. from the instru-

'ment. It is impracticable to set the wires at the precise

distances intended, and an error of I to 5 in 1,000 is to be

expected. In order to simplify the reduction of the field

notes it is desirable to eliminate this error, which can only
be accomplished by having the stadia graduated to suit

the transit.

The intercept on the rod when held at varying distances

is not precisely proportionate to the distance from the

transit, but to the distance from a point in front of the

object glass of the telescope. The distance of this point

from the object glass is equal to the principal focal dis-

tance of the object glass. Designating this by f, and the

distance from the object glass to the vertical axis or

center of the instrument by c, the point from which read-

ings and distances are directly proportionate to each other

is distant (c + f) from the center of the transit. It follows

that if the stadia be graduated uniformly, the reading can

give the correct distance for only a single distance; for all

other distances the reading will be too great or too small.

For these tables the stadia is assumed to be so graduated

that the reading gives the distance without correction at
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4 INTRODUCTION.

a horizontal distance of 1,000 ft. from the transit, or [1,000

(c + f)] feet from the point from which readings and

distances are proportional. If distances of [1,000
10

(c + f )] feet be laid off successively from this point the

i 2 3

readings will be
, , , etc., of the readings at

10 10 10

1,000 ft.

In the calculation of these tables (c + f) was taken equal
to 1.4 feet. The distance to be subdivided is [1,000

i

(c + f)]
= 998.6 feet, and of this = 99.86 feet. The

10

additional intercept on the stadia rod on a horizontal base

corresponding to an increase of 99.86 ft. may for con-

venience be called the "stadia unit." Its value must be

determined before the stadia can be graduated. For this

purpose proceed as follows:

Select a level piece of ground where a line 1,000 ft. long
can be laid down. Set the transit at one end of this line

and establish the following stations:

Station. Distance from instrument center.

Bi 1.4+ 99.86 = ioi.26feet.

Ea 1.4+ 2(99.86)= 201.12
Bs 1.4+ 3(99-86)= 300.98
B* 1.4+ 4(99.86)= 400.84
Bs 1.4+ 5(99.86) = 500.70
B 1.4+ 6(99.86)= 600.56
BT 1.4+ 7(99.86)= 700.42
Bs 1.4+ 8(99.86)= 800.28
B 1.4+ 9(99.86)= 9075.14
Bio 1.4 + 10 (99.86)

=
1,000.00

If a rod be held successively on these points and the

corresponding intercepts by the stadia wires be designated

Ii, Is, Is, etc., the following relation should be found:

I* Is I*

Ii = = =
etc.,

= stadia unit.234
For measuring the intercepts, use a leveling rod, read-

i

ing by a vernier to ft., furnished with two targets.

1,000
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The intercept should be measured with the telescope hozi-

zontal, but one target can be placed at the nearest even

foot, one stadia wire fixed on it and the

other target moved to correspond with

the other wire without appreciable error.

Several readings should be made at each

station and the mean taken. The resulting

values of the stadia unit should agree
within o.ooi or 0.002 ft. Finally, the mean
of all should be taken for use in marking
the stadia.

The stadia board should be of well-sea-

soned pine, about i2 l/2 ft. long, 4% inches

wide, 5/2 to ^4-inch thick, with a stiffening

rib down the center of the back. The ends

should be shod with light strips of iron.

It should be given three or four coats of

white paint. The marking should be simple
and easily distinguishable at considerable

distances. Many forms have been used.

The one shown opposite, which includes

two stadia units, is as simple and satisfac-

tory as any. Each side of a diamond cor-

responds to a reading of 10 or an approxi-
mate distance of 10 ft. The intermediate

feet are estimated.

Beginning at a point about three inches

from the bottom of the board, the stadia

unit is laid off successively and subdivided

as per sketch. The markings should be

accurate; the outlines can be made with

a right line pen more precisely than with a

brush. The ready-mixed ivory black sold

in cans is satisfactory for the markings, and flows freely

from a right line pen. The markings should begin with

two triangles joined at apices, as at "A" in the figure, and

the one about 5 ft. from the bottom should be painted red

for easy identification. Sometimes the loth foot is also

painted red.

In taking a reading the stadia is held vertical; the lower

wire is usually fixed on an even unit mark with the center

wire less than a unit distance from the 5th unit which is

marked red, and the stadia reading recorded, The center
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wire is then fixed on the red mark and the horizontal and

vertical limbs read. Levels are carried through the H. I.

as in ordinary leveling. The H. I. can be determined

from a back sight, or the instrument can be set over a

point whose height has been determined and the height

of the telescope above it measured directly by a light

graduated rod carried for the purpose. The latter is the

usual method. For rapid work in an open country the

instrument man should have a recorder, and can then em-

ploy three or four rodmen and an assistant to sketch.

The tables in this book are computed from the following
formulae:' [s -(_ ! W>V ^.V .

R'
h = (B c f) Shi2V + (c + f) SinV,

2R
R'

d = (B c f) Cos'V+(c+ f) Cos V,
R

in which
R' = any reading of the stadia for which the horizontal

distance and difference of level are sought.
B = length of a measured base.

R = reading of the stadia on that base.

V = angle of elevation or depression.

c = distance from center of instruments to center of ob-

ject glass of telescope.

F = principal focal distance of object glass.

d = horizontal distance corresponding to a reading R'

and angle V.

h = difference of elevation corresponding to a reading
R' and angle V.

For the computation of these tables values have been

assigned to B, R and (c + f) as follows:

B = 1,000 feet.

R = i,ooo feet.

(c + f)
=

1-4 feet.

Then when V and R' are observed the corresponding
values of d and h may be taken from the tables in a man-
ner similar to that used in taking the latitudes and de-

partures from a traverse table.

The quantities in the columns headed a and b are com-

puted respectively from the expressions (c + f) cos. V, and

(c + f) sin. V, in the formulae; they are constant for all
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readings, if the angle of elevation or depression is not

changed.

EXAMPLE. Let it be required to find the horizontal

distance and difference of level, when V = 6 43' and R'

= 1,258.

FOR HORIZONTAL DISTANCE.

For 1,000 984-9
" 200 196.99

50 49-247

8 7.8795
"

(c + f)cos. V 1.3905

d = 1240.4070 feet.

FOR DIFFERENCE OF LEVEL.

For 1,000 116.0

200 23.20

50 5.8oo

8 9279
"

(c + f) sin. V....... .1637

h = 146.0916 feet.

In tabulating the reductions horizontal distances should

be taken to the nearest foot and differences of level to the

nearest i-io foot.
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